200	EAST  AGAIN
like this, a medley of spiritual unrest and suppressed colour,
oppressive but bewitching—a place of perfect outlines, of roofs
that are masterpieces of form and decoration.    Poised on the
massive walls of the Forbidden City the watch towers, revelling
in the confused symmetry of suspended and upturned eaves, cast
their reflection upon the still surface of the moats that lead
between straight stone embankments to distant vanishing points.
To the south the Chien Men, the greatest of the great city gates—
rising storey above storey but not high enough to impede the
flightway of the good spirits that hover and protect the town—
stood out fantastic and superb.    The courts of the Forbidden
City were deserted—a policeman here and there in neat dark
uniform, a gate-keeper or two,  a dwarf who collected the
admission tickets, that was all   And everywhere was the beauty
of vast open spaces, of marble balustrades—unpolished marble
that has taken the tone and texture of ivory—of grinning lions
and contorted dragons, of stairways with carved sloping stepless
centre-ways to hinder the ascent of evil spirits, of narrow winding
canals of still water set deep between marble walls, of great
columns of crimson wood supporting sculptured beams and
masses of complicated carpentry and above all the broken line of
the yellow roofs—roofs of surpassing beauty, covering a throne
hall 100 feet in height and suites of Imperial apartments filled
with the treasure of a dethroned dynasty.
The wind rose and the dust invaded the city in fine clouds
until even the outline of the buildings became indistinct, coming
and going in fitful periods. It was closing time and the heavy
wooden doors of that splendid gateway, the Wu Men, are shut*
What other palace can boast so fitting an entrance ? It breathes
power and mystery with its immense red walls enclosing on three
sides a paved square, crowned by its mass of fantastic masonry
that combines supreme stateliness and all the delicacy of per-
fected design. It is a palace in itself, looking down in majesty
upon the open spaces and appearing to bar, as for centuries it
has barred, all access to the Emperor's Court,
There was still less traffic in the streets when I left the
Forbidden City for the dust was blinding. It was as much as
the electric lamps along the roadside could do to make them-
selves seen.
For my visit of nearly three months in Peking I engaged a
jinriksha and a Chinese youth to draw it. It is a pleasant means
of progress and the most suitable, for many of the streets of the

